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Emerging high-performance computing needs in data 
centers, autonomous vehicles, and mobile devices 
demand increasingly large peak currents at scaled-
CMOS-compatible voltages (<1V). To ease otherwise 
high I2R losses in power delivery, most applications now 
target high system-level voltage busses (e.g., 20-60V) 
prior to arriving at the chip. However, incompatibility with 
scaled CMOS voltages means that DC-DC conversion 
must occur off-chip. State-of-the-art solutions tend to 
perform this via a PMIC located laterally away from the 
processor, which leads to large lateral losses and heat 
dissipation and, more importantly, requires a very large 
number of power pins. This is increasingly problematic 
for emerging AI/ML applications that require pin- 
intensive high-throughput memory access via highly-
parallelized memory interfaces. While some recent work 
on integrated voltage regulators have attempted to place 
the second stage DC-DC converter physically closer to 
the processor to reduce lateral losses, the voltage seen 
by the die and/or within the package substrate is still 
around ~1.8V, which limits achievable C4 bump 
reduction of the overall approach. More importantly, 
traditional buck converters are utilized, which limits 
achievable efficiencies given physical resistance 
limitations of small inductors. 

 

In this project, we propose to re-work conventional 
power delivery and management (PDM) approaches in a 
way that converts voltage down to <1V levels at the last 
and shortest possible distance, enabling significant 
savings in losses, thermal dissipation, and the required 
pin count for PDM. Specifically, we propose a 2-stage 
vertical PDM architecture combining a 4-to-1 switched-
capacitor voltage regulator (SCVR) stage located within 
the package substrate, right underneath the processing 
die, along with a hybrid voltage regulator module 
(HVRM) stage located on the PCB. In this talk, the 
speaker will provide detail information of the 
architecture, technologies, circuit techniques, and fresh 
experimental results of the first generation prototype. 
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